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                                                                                                    	 Lecturer: Lucie Cviklová 


European Policy and Practice towards Ethnic Minorities: Implications for the Czech Republic      

Week 2: The most important paradigms of ethnic minorities in the current social science theories   

French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu – he has criticized methodological approach of detached sociological or antropological researcher - simple looking for explanations produces a distorted understanding of the situation in question. Bourdieu’s epistemological approach towards research of different cultural environments is bound up with his theoretical move „from rules to strategies“. When Bourdieu says that the observer „tends to bring into the object the principles of his relations to the object“, what he means is this: as an outside observer, the antropologist tries to make sense of the action, looking for rules with which to understand what is going on. This quest proceeds largely on the basis of verbal communication with the actors. The kind of questions which an observer will ask are likely to produce normative, value-oriented statements about what it is believed ought to happen, rather than a valid description of  „what goes on“. Later on, Bourdieu conducted antropological research of the Kabyle system. For example he found out that gender lies at the heart of the Kabyle systeme of classification. It is related, via a maze of oppositional dyads and ritual practices to the fertility of the fields and the house. However, the relationship between male and female is not egalitarian: the orientation of the house is fundamentally defined from outisde, from the standpoint of men, and, so to speak by men and for men, as the place men come out of…  

German philosopher Jurgen Habermas – he is very often labeled as somebody who is not able to recognize other cultures since he coins idea of reason. According to him,  we shoud draw on the englightenment traditions, since these days reason was emphaticaly regarded as a guide to practice. Indeed, the meaning of englightenment was in the first instance practical: the liberation of mankind from internal and external complsions whose power derived in large part from their nontrasparency. Reason, as critical, penetrated this opacity, and dissolved the appearance of objectivity, necessity and inalterability. Reason takes up a partisan position in the controversy between critique and dogmatism, and with each new stage of emancipation it wins a futher victory. The laws of self-reproduction demand of an industrially advanced society that it look after its survival on the escalating scale of a continually expanded technical control over nature and a continually refined adminstration of human beings and their relations to each other by means of social organization. In this system, science, technology, industry and adminstration interlock in a circular process. In this process the relationship of theory to practice can now only assert itself as the purposive-rational application of techniques assured by empirical science. 

1. Try to find out in the dictionary/handbook of social sciences  how/by which means  we can conduct research in different cultural environments.     
2. Try to describe and explain different impact of reason firstly on European nations and secondly on the other civilizations.  

  

CONCEPTUALIZATION OF ETHNICITY AND RACE IN  SOCIAL THEORY 

Race, ethnicity and the problems of minorities are complex issues which were conceptualized in the framework of the different social science disciplines (antropology, history, political science, philosophy, etc.) This lecture is dedicated to the issues of ethnicity and race as they were and are analyzed  in the framework of social theory, this means how they were and are conceptualized by different social theoretists. 
More concretely we will ask why they are differences among ethnic groups at the level of the social habits or what was the importance of ethnicity/race for social exclusion or different forms of exploitation in the different historical periods and in the different cultural environments.   
	The issues of minorities, ethnicity and race were already analyzed by the founders of sociology Kamil Durkheim, Karl Marx and Max Weber. In spite of the fact that these three thinkers did not conceptualize the issues related to social social organization of minorities they elaborated different conceptions concerning relationship between ethnicity and race and political and social life.     
	Emile Durkheim did not elaborate any important conception of ethnicity and race and the most important reflection related to this topic can be found in his reflections dedicated to evolution of religious forms and to its importance for social and political life. Put it more concretely Weber analyzed different premodern ethnic communities and their different conceptions of religion in order to better understand the social role of the current Christian religion. On the basis of his research dedicated to Australian aborigins Durkheim arrived at the coclusion that religion has the same role regardless the state of human evolution – religion has common roots and common effects regardless ethnic group in which it is practiced and regardless evolutionary stage of its development. When comparing role of religion in the different ethnic communities Durkheim stressed social function of religion – for example Australian aborings were mostly living dispersed on the different territories and religious meetings brought about common beliefs and values. These beliefs and values were represented by different symbols which were born in the process of social interaction/effervesence.   
	„ If sacred beings are formed which are connected to no geographically determinate society, that is not because they have an extra-social origin. It is because, above these geographical groupings, there are others whose contours are less clearly marked: they have not fixed frontiers, but include a number of neighbouring and related tribles. The every special social life thus created tends to spread itself over an area with no definite limits. Naturally, the mythological personages who correspond to it have the same character: their sphere of influence is not limited and they extend beyond the particular tribes and their territory. They are the geat international gods.“
Max Weber focused his attention on interdependence between ethnicity and race on the one hand and economic and political life on the other hand – according to him race was always problematic variable for explanation of social action or for explanation of political life. Race idenity exists only under the condition that is is subjectively perceived as a common trait and we can define it as a common inherited and inheritable traits. 
„The question of whether conspicious „racial“ differences are based on biological heredity or on tradition is usually of no importance as far as their effect on mutual attraction or repulsion is concerned. This is true of the development of endogamous conjugal groups, and even more so, of attraction and repulsion in other kinds of social intercourse, i.e., whether all sorts of friendly, companionable, or economic relations, between such groups are established easily and on the footing of mutual trust and respect, or whether such relationships are established with difficulty and with precautions that betray mistrust.“ 
Weber observed that in the history ethnic differences became source of hostility or social conflicts – those who were obviously different were avoided and despised or conversely viewed with superstitous awe. In majority of cases different ethnic groups were rejected regardless what they accomplished or they were considered suspicious if they were too powerful in the long run. Ethnic groups can create and maintain different social organizations or political communities.   
	The degree of reciprocial racial attraction and repulsion or segregation among different ethnic groups can be measured by organization of sexual relations „sexual arrangements“ or by intermarriges  – there were cases in which sexual relations were preferred among different ethnic groups and they were cases in which sexual relations were rare among different ethnic groups. Put it in antropological language endogamy of a group means that a permanent sexual union occurs primarily on the basis of joint membership in some ethnic group or as a process of social action in which only endogamous children are accepted as full membres.  
	Weber conceptualization of ethnic cleavages is closely related to his conceptualization of social classes and status groupes. Status groups and ethnic groups can overlap – they are moral communities and they have their own common identity. Status groups which are based on racial and religious identity can be more readily mobilized for collective ends than societies (which are based on the principles of anonymity). For example  the persistent effect of childhood reminiscences continues as a source of native-country sentiment among emigrants even when they have become so thoroughly adjusted to the new country that return to their homeland would be intolerable (this being the case of most German-Americans for example). We can also use example of Polish community in different European countries and in the United States. Polish ethnical community is able to unite itself regardless social or class differences among its individual members and it maintains its churches, restaurants and similar organizations/institutions. In addition these Polish organizations/institutions in Paris and elswhere make possible that Poles create and maintain  further informal networks  which are important for the economic survival or success of its individual members      
Weber points out that there is a difference between the sources of formal structure of esteem and deference on the one hand and and the sources of social social honour on the one hand. The ethnic status groups do not conform to the pattern of the status order of the wider society in which each group has its alloted place and the socially despised groups do not have much better opinion of themselves than the rest of the community has of them/they are often inclined to accept the claims for deference made upon them by others of higher standing. More concretely, every communal ethnic group tends to construct a sense of this unique „ethnic honour that is immune from the denigration of outsiders or they are not systemically ranked in a status hiearchy that is accepted by all.“ According to Weber it is often the case that each group jealously preserves and cultivates a sense of its own moral worth and dignity and of the inferiority of all other groups. Weber thinks that ethnic honour is a „specific honour of the masses“ since it is a source of self-esteem and available to every member of the communal group. Ethnic membership differs from the kinship group precisely by being a presumed identity, not a group with concrete social action, like the latter.
The ethnic difference is closely linked to the phenomen of the social closure – by social closure is meant the process by which various ethnic groups made attemps to improve their social situation by restricting access to rewards and privileges to a limited circle – in order to do this they singled out certain social physical attributes that they themselves possessed and defined these as the criteria of eligibility. In another words ethnic characteristic was used to this end provided and on the basis of the given ethnic idenity outsiders were identified or excluded. The different characteristics were chosen in each individual case and exclusionary social closure was thus action by which the given status ethnic group designed to secure for itself certain resources and advantages. The most effective and complete forms of social closure were those which employed criteria of descent and lineage – this means criteria generally used by dominant groups in all traditional socieites. 
	„Reasons other than actual racial kinship influence the degree to which blood relationship is taken into account. In the United States the smallest admixture of Negro blood disqualfilies a person unconditionally, whereas very considerable admixtures of Indian blood do not. Doubtleslly, it is important that Negroes appear esthetically even more alien than Indians, but it remains very significant that Negroes were slaves and hence disqualified in the status hiearchy. The conventional connubium is far les impeded by antropological differences than by status differences, that means, differences due to socialization and upbringing . Mere anthropological differences account for little, except in cases of extreme esthetic antipathy.“
Weber is very often criticized for the fact that he failed to capture interconnection among state on the one hand and component of race, religion and sex on the other hand. In his conception ethnically excluded groups were already defined as inferior by the state – racial and ethnic closure has normally followed in the wake of colonial conquest of the forced migration of populations, creating a sub-category of second class citizens within the boundaries of the nation state. In Weber’s analyses in Economy and Society and other works the communities singled out for exclusion – blacks, Catholics, Jews and other minorites – are typically those whose political and social rights were deliberately curtailed by the forces of law and order. Such groups became the target for exclusionary practices precisely because their capacity to resist was undermined by state powers.     
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels did not elaborate any comprehensive analysis of ethnic cleavages and they were always convinced about oposition between English working class on the one hand and English  capitalists on the other hand. Put it more concretely, Marx paid little attention to the non-economic base of differentiation between classes and within them. In another words his theoretical model systematically ignored exploitation based on gender or ethnicity and it stressed only differential relationship to the means of production: private ownership and wage-labour. Nevertheless Marx and Engels were aware that ethnic cleavages were important for structuration of working class – when analyzing English working class they found out that English members of working class had prejudice against the Irish members of the working class. In another words working class is by no means culturally or socially homogenous – whatever the degree of its economic exploitation its position in the occupational structure is not the only source of the inequality. Even trade consciousness perfectly makes possible the exclusion of whole categories of workers on the part of privileged workers – the discrimination is not only based on grounds of skill-differentials and qualification but also on quite non-economic grounds such as the closure of lines that divide white workers from Black in Africa.
	We can also find some information concerning Marx´ reflections concerning ethnicity and race in his conception related to foundation and evolution of family/gender arrangements. Marx and Engels studied the work of the American antropologist Lewis H. Morgan who propounded a matrilineal theory of the origins of human society. His account of a staless primitive society founded on communal property appeared to Marx and Engles to have the same significance for the history of primitive society as Darwin’s theory of evolution had for biology. Using Marx’s materials as well as the original sources, and occasionally even interpolating Marx’s marginalia, Engels in 1884 wrote his monograph on The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State.
	„The evolution of the family in prehistoric times consisted in the continual narrowing of the circle – originally embracing the whole tribe-within which marital community between the two sexes prevailed. By the successive exclusion, first of closer, then of ever remoter relatives, and finaly even of those merely related by marriage: every kind of group marriage was ultimately rendered practically impossible, and in the end there remained only the one, for the moment still loosely united, couple, the molecule, with the dissolution of which marriage itself completely ceases.“
Pierre Bourdieu – can be classified among postmodern thinkers. When analyzing ethnic and racial differences he did not pay much attention to structural elements of social life which were traditionally subject of the sociological analysis. His reflections concerning race and ethnicity are mainly related to his early research in North Africa – he started his analysis by taking for granted the existance and group boundaries of the Kabyles, the Sharvia and the Mozabies. Nevertheless he was convinced that the analyses of these tribes don’t require explanations on the basis of class, state or social status. He had published his first book and undertaken, in person and using research assistants, field research among the Kabyle peasantry of the Mahgreb and among the urban poor in Algeria and elsewhere. The body of data and ethnography thus accumulated was to provide him with enough material for a substantial body of published work over the subsequent decades.
	During his antropological work Bourdieu tried to develop a sociology which can transcend the subjectivist/objectivist dichotomy. More concretely he attemps to understand the relationship between subjectivity – individual social as it is experienced and lived, from the person inside out, so to speak and the „objective“ social world within which it is framed and towards the production and reproduction of which it contributes. 
	The earliest Bourdieu’s work related to issues of ethnicity and race is related to Algerian peasant and urban suproletarian experience of development – in his well-known paper firstly published in 1963 Bourdieu discusses The attitude of the Algerian peasants towards time. Their experience of time and their conception of the future is part and parcel of a total relation to the natural world and particularly the productive earth. In another words submission to nature is inseparable from submission to the passage of time – time stretches out given a rhytme by the round of work and holidays and by the succession of nights and days – time so marked is not as has often been shown, measured. The forthcoming is perceived in the same manner as the actual present to which it is tied by an organic unity, potentialities, as distinct from possibilites, are directly perceived in the actual present. The experience of time is therefore rooted and tied to the agricultural world and its natural cycle – the past, the present and the future form part of a continuing and repetetive world of experience which is incapable of not coming about. The cycle of life is one of social reproduction in the continous medium term. Entrance in the money economy brought about that time was seen as something that can be wasted, that is, the distinction between empty, or lost time, or well-filled time. Bourdieu found out that  the different perception of time is also tied to the move from the country to the city.        
	Later on Bourdieu developed his methodological approach in his famous piece Kabyle house which was written in 1963 but firstly was published in 1970 in a volume celebrating Lévi-Strauss’s birthday.  
The Kabyle house is rectangular, typically divided int two distinct parts by an intern half-wall: one-third is stable space, the rest is for humans and is higher than the animal’s area, a large front door in the eastern long wall allows entrance to both rooms, a smaller back door in the western wall is for humans only. The domination of men over women can be manifested by the fact that the front door is for men and the back door for women.    
	In general, the social relations can be deduced from the principles which support generative framework of Kabyle culture and cosmology. The key to the house‘ complex code is to be found in the binary oppositions which it embodies: inside/outside, east/west, back/front, fire/water, the cooked/the raw, nif (male honour)/hurma (female honour), day/night etc. In spite of the fact that gender lies at the heart of the Kabyle system of classification and it is manifested by various oppositional dyads and ritual practices the relationship male and female elements is not egalitarian. For example the orientation of the house is fundamentally defined from the outside, from the standpoint of men and so to speak by men and for men. 
	Accumulation or loss of public honour in male Kabyle society or honour-related behaviours are not rule governed. Rather, there is a diffuse and generalised sense of honour learnt and nurtured since childhood which in the context of the dispositions and practical taxonomies of Kabyle culture produced the logic of transactions between men and families – the sense of honour only makes sense when chains of transactions are viewed over time:  interval, pause and timing are crucial elements in the improvisatory practice that is the foundation of interactional competence.
	In fact honour in Kabyle society does not appear to be a fixed or definite value which would be juridically defined. And it is rather understood as a family ongoing practical accomplishment. When analyzing Kabyle society Bourdieu laid foundations for his further reflections concerning social recognition and the pursuit of symbolic capital.
Firstly he developed his epistemological critique of research practice and sociological knowledge and secondly he replaced the notion of rules which govern or produce conduct with a model of social practice in which what people do is bound up with the generation and pursuit of strategies within an organising framework of cultural dispositions  (the habitus). For example he noticed that that marriage patterns of the Berber peasantry don’t correspond to the antropological findings. He was particularly concerned with the distinction between the official version – the ideology who ought to marry whom,  the rule-and practical kinship who actually married whom and the familial strategies which brought these outcomes about.  The contradiction between antropological accounts and statistical accounts led Bourdieu to scepticism about preferential marriage rules. According to Bourdieu it is not sufficient that on the basis of  objectivist tradition social science breaks with native experience but it must also call into question the presuppositions inherent in the position of the objective observer who seeking to interpret practices tends to bring into the object the principles of his relation to the object – it is common that researcher attributes privileged status to communicative and epistemic functions and it inclines him to reduce exchanges to pure symbolic exchanges. Put it differently the detached sociological observer looking for explanation produces a distored understanding of the situation in question in which he reifes and overemphasies ideals, norms, values, etc – these become represented as the rules which govern and determine social action.  When Bourdieu says that the observer tends to bring into the object the principles of his relation to the object he means that as an outside observer the antropologist tries to make sense of the action and thus he is looking for the rules and the norms  which will help him to understand what is going on. The quest proceeds largely on the basis of verbal communication with the actors – the questions which an observer will ask are likely to produce normative, value-oriented statements about what it is believed ought to happen rather than a valid description of what is going on. According to him in order to eliminate distortion of the information it is necessary to reveal or unmask the techniques of the observer codification, visualisation in charts and diagrams etc., since all of these devices serve to set in explanatory concrete something. All of these devices serve to set in explanatory concrete something/social life which in its very nature is fluid, diachronic and mobile. Bourdieu suggests that the researcher must avoid the false choice between the unreal intimacy of a subjectivst position on the one hand (an essentially descriptive model of the social world as it is believed to be experienced) and the equally misleading superiory of objectivism/this approach (mechanical universe functionning according to rules, if not laws) on the other hand.

Questions: 

Compare importance of ethnic closure/ethnic identity for the current violent conflict in Iraq.
Explain importance of  economic inequalities for the war conflict in Iraq.  



































